
What do consumers search 
for during the Holiday
Shopping Season



1. Holiday Shopping 
Trends for top 
searched brands
● Most in-demand brands
● What do the customers search for?
● Most popular brands by category



Most in-demand brands 

Macy’s

Kohl’s

Maurices

Walmart

Target

Best Buy

Lowe's

Overstock

Amazon

Frontgate

Birkenstock

Warby Parker

Saks Fifth Avenue

Sam’s Club

Dell

Home Depot

* Zeropark internal data on sold audiences

during 2021 BFCM and Holiday Season



nintendo switch

airpods

apple watch

dyson

ps5

iphone

ipad

airpods pro

ps4

iphone12

1,220

550

550

450

368

368

368

368

201

135 Number of searches in thousands

What do the customers search for?
* in Google in the US over 2021 Black Friday - Cyber Monday weekend

Searches tell us precisely 
that electronics is the most 
demanded category out 
there during Black Friday - 
Cyber Monday weekend…
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Most popular brands 

Pet Food and Supplies - 1.3%
Childcare - 1.3%

Nutrition, Diets and Fitness - 1.3%
Computer Hardware - 1.3%

Tobacco - 1.3%
Vehicles - 1.3%

Health - 1.3%
Camping, Scouting and Outdoors - 1.3%

Home Improvement and Maintenance - 1.3%
Music - 1.3%

Groceries - 1.3%
Coupons and Rebates - 1.3%

Games - 1.3%
Beauty and Cosmetics - 2.7%

Telecommunications - 2.7%
E-commerce and Shopping - 2.7%

Food and Drink - 2.7%
Consumer Electronics - 4%

Home and Garden - 4%
Sports - 4%

Fashion and Apparel - 46.7%

Marketplace - 13.3%

By category … while the actual results 
suggest that most of 
purchases are finalized 
in Fashion and Apparel 
category.
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2. Zeropark x the Holiday 
Shopping demand

● Zeropark’s response to the demand
● Volumes for Top Google searched brands
● Interesting brands to keep eye on
● Zeropark global volumes spikes for 

Nike.com



Zeropark global volumes spikes

*internal Zeropark data for 2020. Growth data relate to September. 

For Nike.com

Nike example shows how the 
increased consumer interest 
is reflected in available 
incremental audiences 
volumes over Q4.

i

September

standard 
visits

October

1300%
growth

November

2575%
growth

December

2950%
growth



Zeropark’s response 
to the demand
● Scalable audiences
● Peaks in performance 
● Favorable bids

Walmart - 301,971
Wayfair - 177,249
Kohl’s - 155,197
Venus - 91,620
Lowe’s - 47,754
DSW - 35,245
SHEIN - 30,870
WebstaurantStore - 20,440
Skechers - 17,703
Overstock - 14,444
Sam’s Club - 11,205
Michael  Kors - 10,040
Macy’s - 6,869
Noom - 5,390
Maurices - 5,320
Warby Parker - 2,199
Birkenstock - 2,043
Saks Fifth Avenue - 1,328
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1,765,977

Zeropark Volumes 

Amazon.com

Walmart

Kohl’s

Target

Lowe’s

Nike 

Home Depot

Apple

Best Buy

Verizon

01

02

03

04

05

301,971

20,882

62,371
47,754
22,799

17,903
4,503
2,759
644 *Weekly Zeropark volumes before BFCM period

for Top Google searched brands
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33,928

Interesting brands to keep an eye on

Dick’s Sporting Goods

JCpenny Forever 21

Nordstrom Rack

Nespresso

Skims

Footlocker

Rei

Yeti

01

02

03

04

05

12,996 20,882

9,210
8,737

6,975

6,666
5,364
5,100

*Weekly Zeropark volumes before BFCM period

Carhartt 9,236

Top breakout brands in Google



3. Modern Shopper 
preferences
● The rapid shift in consumer behavior
● The modern purchase path
● The key moments



Jane checks her phone ca. 344 
times a day. 4

The rapid shift in 
consumer behavior

Jane

70% of times 5 Jane starts an 
online session, she engages with 
new digital platforms.

She spends under 2 mins 6 for her 
media sessions, making decisions 
within 2.6 sec. 7

More stops
at more 
mediums,
for shorter 
periods of time,
result in 
fragmented and 
disconnected 
brand 
experience. 

Advertisers and brands now 
have more opportunities to gain 
visibility, but these touchpoints 
need to be incremental and 
precise.
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Evaluation phase: 
When consumers 
have narrowed 
down options 
from their 
consideration set.

The modern 
purchase path IDEA

PURCHASE

Exploration phase: 
When consumers 
are looking to 
gather more 
information on a 
brand or category,
building out a 
consideration set.

The concept of “messy middle”

The path from idea to purchase 
is full of micro moments where 
it is possible to capture the 
savvy shopper.

The user experience needs to 
be seamless and friction-free.



The key moments 
of the purchase 
journey

IDEA

PURCHASE

That’s why Zeropark 
delivers great brand 
experience, helping 
consumers discover and 
buy products they love, 
while driving incremental 
and efficient sales to 
promoted brands.

Jane is comparing 
and researching 
products on 
various search 
engines to make 
the best decision 
for herself. 

Jane is looking for 
options to finance her 
desired purchase, eg. via 
BNPL platforms.

Jane is looking for 
discounts & rewards 
that can drive her final 
purchase decision.

Jane is on social media 
platforms seeking for 
recommendations from 
influencers she trusts.

Jane is starting her 
product discovery 
phase by engaging 
with her mobile 
device by default. 



4. Solutions that make 
the performance 
happen
● Suggestion Tiles
● Search Autocomplete



Suggestion tiles
Before the search



Search Autocomplete
During the search



5. Placement 
examples
● Placement examples
● Exclusive Zeropark x Huawei partnership
● Brands promoted with Zeropark



Native placements example



BNPL placement example

Brand



Search Engine Tiles placement example



Coupon site placement example



Yahoo! Mail placement example



Exclusive Zeropark x Huawei 
partnership

Zeropark is the only DSP directly and 
programmatically working with Huawei. 
This means a new and untapped stream of users 
outside of major search engines like Google 
or Bing. :

● Reach new customers.
● Add to your existing user-acquisition 

channels.
● Advertise where your competitors don’t.



The autocomplete 
solution for Huawei 
supports both 
exact brand 
keywords and 
broad product 
queries.

Huawei autocomplete example



Huawei browser & Petal Search tiles

&



Huawei push notification example



Brands promoted with Zeropark
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Let’s stay in touch!
Contact us at 
support@zeropark.com



Jim Grace

jim.grace@zeropark.com

Business Development Director, US

+1 808 315 6253

Peter Misek

misek@zeropark.com

Business Development Director

Rudi Schubert

rudolf.schubert@zeropark.com

Business Development Director

Let’s work 
together!
Reach out to one of 
our representatives.


